Coal Oxide as a Thermally Robust Carbon-Based Proton Conductor.
Inexpensive solid proton conducting materials with high proton conductivity and thermal stability are necessary for practical solid state electrochemical devices. Here we report that coal oxide (CO) is a promising carbon-based proton conductor with remarkable thermal robustness. The CO produced by simple liquid-phase oxidation of coal demonstrates excellent dispersibility in water owing to the surface carboxyl groups. The proton conductivity of CO, 3.9 × 10(-3) S cm(-1) at 90% relative humidity, is as high as that of graphene oxide (GO). Remarkably, CO exhibits much higher thermal stability than GO, with CO retaining the excellent proton conductivity as well as the capacitance performance even after thermal annealing at 200 °C. Our study demonstrates that the chemical modification of the abundant coal provides proton conductors that can be used in practical applications for a wide range of energy devices.